UF Center for African Studies
Fall 2012 Events

August
W 29  **SASA lunch:** Judith Butterman, U.S. State Department (ret.). *Making Successful Fulbright Proposals: Perspectives from Inside the Embassy.* 11:45 in 471 GRI

September
F 7  **Baraza:** Mark Davidheiser, Nova Southeastern University. *Conflict Mediation and Culture: African Practices in Comparative Perspective.* 3:30 in 404 GRI
F 14  **Baraza:** Zakes Mda, Ohio University. *Filling the Void: Negotiating Autobiography and Memoir.* 3:30 in 404 GRI
14-15  **Symposium:** Out of Africa: The Work of Memoirs in Contemporary Africa. *Location TBA*
F 21  **Baraza:** Frank Seidel, University of Florida. *Language Documentation of Nalu in Guinea, West Africa.* 3:30 in 404 GRI
W 26  **SASA lunch:** Ben Burgen, University of Florida. *Migration and Development in the Senegal River Valley: Perspectives on Change in Rural Soninke Communities.* 11:45 in 471 GRI
F 28  **Carter Lectures:** African Health Sovereignty: Finding Security in Times of Crisis. 3:00 in 404 GRI

October
F 5  **Baraza:** Victoria Rovine, University of Florida. *Memory, History, Clothing: An Exploration of African Fashion Design.* 3:30 in 404 GRI
F 12  **Baraza:** Esther Obonyo, University of Florida. *Towards Adequate Housing: From Affordability to Sustainability and Resilience in Africa.* 3:30 in 404 GRI
13-14  **South East African Languages and Literatures Forum (SEALLF):** *Location TBA*
T 16  **Islam in Africa:** Joseph Hellweg, Florida State University. *Dozo Hunters and Islam in Contemporary Côte d'Ivoire.* 11:45 in 471 GRI
T 16  **Cultural Heritage Management in Africa:** Nicolas David, University of Calgary. *The Archaeology of the Intangible: Monumentality in Cameroon.* 3:30 in 404 GRI
F 19  **Baraza:** John Shea, Stony Brook University. *Myths of Modern Human Origins: A Perspective from Africa.* 3:30 in 404 GRI
W 24  **SASA lunch:** Jennifer Boylan, University of Florida. *Achieving Free & Fair Elections: A Case Study of Ghana.* 11:45 in 471 GRI
Th 25  **Carter Lectures:** Health and Changes in African Demography. 3:00 in 404 GRI

November
F 2  **Baraza:** Douglas Johnson, Haverford College. *From Ethnic Cleansing to Border Wars: Sudan, South Sudan, and Oil.* 3:30 in 404 GRI
W 7  **SASA lunch:** Amy Panikowski, University of Florida. *Crafting a Livelihood: Women’s Access and Use of Natural Resources in KwaZulu-Natal.* 11:45 in 471 GRI
T 13  **Islam in Africa:** Badredine Arfi, University of Florida. *Muslims, Pluralism, and Democracy in the Post-Secular Age.* 11:45 in 471 GRI
F 16  **Carter Lectures:** Living Together: Peoples, Animals, and Health in Africa. 3:00 in 404 GRI

December
T 4  **Islam in Africa:** Ann Witulski, University of Florida. *Salafization through Islamic Education: How an Islamic Solution became an Islamist Problem in Morocco.* 11:45 in 471 GRI
W 5  **SASA lunch:** Nicholas Knowlton, University of Florida. *Trajectories of Democracy in Africa: Is Ghana a Deviant Case?* 11:45 in 471 GRI
F 7  **Baraza:** Stephen Snook, Associates in Rural Development. *Ending Blood Diamonds: Successes, Challenges, and the Kimberley Process.* 3:30 in 404 GRI